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Vitis provides application-level debug 
 Host code 
 Kernel code
 Interactions between them

Three levels of abstraction for debug
 Software Emulation
 Hardware Emulation
 System

Software 
Emulation

Hardware 
Emulation

Hardware Run

Host application 
runs with a 
C/C++ model of 
the kernels

Host 
application runs 
with a 
simulated RTL 
model of the 
kernels

Host application 
runs with actual 
FPGA 
implementation of 
the kernels

Confirm 
functional 
correctness of 
the system

Test host/kernel 
integration; 
obtain 
performance 
estimates

Confirm system 
runs correctly and 
with desired 
performance

Fastest 
turnaround time

Best debug 
capabilities

Accurate 
performance 
results

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Vitis unified software platform provides application-level debug features that allow the host code, kernel code, and the interactions between them to be efficiently debugged. The recommended debugging flow consists of three levels of debugging:Debugging in software emulation to confirm the algorithm functionality of the application as represented in both your host program and kernel code. Debugging in hardware emulation to compile the kernel into RTL, confirm the behavior of the generated logic, and evaluate the simulated performance of the hardware. Debugging during hardware execution to implement the FPGA binary and debug the application running in hardware. Each provides specific insights into the design and makes debugging easier. All flows are supported through an integrated GUI flow as well as through a batch flow using basic compile time and runtime setup options.
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Features and Techniques for Debug

GDB

Print from code (“printf”)

Waveform viewer

Vivado analyzer

dmesg

xbutil

xclbininfo
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the features or techniques that can be used for debugging your application in the different build configurations. Using these debugging features, you can isolate and identify functional and protocol issues and troubleshoot board hangs.
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Debugger Source Software 
Emulation

Hardware 
Emulation

System Run

GNU debugging (GDB) 
tool 

Host code

Kernel 
code

Limited support

Waveform-based kernel debugging
 Hardware designers use this approach

Using printf() or cout to debug kernels
 C/C++-based kernels
 printf() is only supported during software emulation
 Should be excluded from the Vivado® HLS tool synthesis

 OpenCL kernels
 Supports printf() for all build configurations: software emulation, hardware emulation, and system run

#ifndef __SYNTHESIS__
printf("Checkpoint 1 reached");

#endif

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Vitis unified software platform provides application-level debug features which allow the host code, the kernel code, and the interactions between them to be efficiently debugged. The recommended debugging flow consists of three levels of debugging:Debugging in software emulation to confirm the algorithm functionality of the application as represented in both your host program and kernel code.Debugging in hardware emulation to compile the kernel into RTL, confirm the behavior of the generated logic, and evaluate the simulated performance of the hardware.Debugging using a software-based GDB flow is fully supported during hardware emulation. Because the Vitis debugger maps the RTL code back to the original C/C++ source code, there is no difference in using GDB for debugging in hardware emulation. However, mapping the code limits the breakpoints and observability of the variables in some cases because during the RTL generation by the Vivado HLS tool, some variables and loops from the kernel source might have been dissolved or optimized away.Debugging during hardware execution to implement the FPGA binary and debug the application running in hardware.Waveform-based kernel debugging: The C/C++ and OpenCL kernel code is synthesized into RTL code using the Vivado HLS tool in the hardware emulation build configuration. You can also use RTL behavioral simulation to analyze the kernel logic. Hardware designers are likely to be familiar with this approach. This waveform-based HDL debugging is supported by the Vitis core development kit using both the command line flow or through the IDE flow during hardware emulationUsing printf() or cout to debug kernels is the basic approach to debugging algorithms to verify key code steps and key data values throughout the execution of the program. For application developers, printing checkpoint statements and outputting current values in the code is a simple and effective method of identifying issues within the execution of a program. This can be done using the printf() function, or cout, for standard output.For C/C++ kernel models, printf() is only supported during software emulation and should be excluded from the Vivado HLS tool synthesis step.For OpenCL kernels, the Xilinx Runtime (XRT) library supports the OpenCL printf() built-in function within kernels in all build configurations: software emulation, hardware emulation, and during hardware execution.
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Debug Server

Debugging in Software Emulation

GDB 
 GUI (IDE)
 Command line

Code that can be debugged
 Host code 
 Software emulation
 Hardware emulation
 System flow

 Kernel code
 Software emulation
 Hardware emulation (limited)

Xilinx recommends iterating the design as much 
as possible in software emulation, which takes 
little compile time and executes quickly
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GDB GDB

Host Code 
C/C++ with OpenCL APIs

Standard System 
Libraries

Kernel Code 
C/C++/OpenCL

Xilinx Runtime (XRT)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Vitis unified software platform supports typical software debugging for the host code at all times, the kernel code when running in software emulation mode, and at points during hardware emulation mode. This is a standard software debug flow using breakpoints, stepping through code, analyzing variables, and forcing the code into specific states. The Vitis unified software platform debugging environment provides debugging features in two forms: GUI (IDE) and command line with the help of the GDB debugger. The block diagram shows the debug flow during software emulation for the host and kernel code (written in C/C++ or OpenCL™ APIs) using the GNU debugging (GDB) tool. Notice the two instances of GDB to separately debug the host and kernel processes and the use of the debug server (xrt_server). The environment provides application-level debug features that allow the host code, the kernel code, and the interactions between them to be debugged. Xilinx recommends iterating the design as much as possible in software emulation, which takes little compile time and executes quickly.
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GDB-based Debugging - GUI

GNU debugging (GDB)
 Enable
 Host debug
 Kernel debug

 Add breakpoints
 Inspect variables, registers, memory

Vitis debugger provides extension 
to GDB
 Allows examining the contents of the 

XRT
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
For GNU debugging (GDB), you can debug the kernel or host code, add breakpoints, and inspect variables. This familiar software debug flow allows quick design, compile, and debug to validate the functionality of your application. The Vitis debugger also provides extensions to GDB to let you examine the content of the Xilinx Runtime (XRT) library from the host program. These extensions can be used to debug protocol synchronization issues between the host and the kernel. Important: For both software and hardware emulation flows, there are restrictions with respect to the accelerated kernel code debug interactions. Because this code is preprocessed in the software emulation flow and translated to RTL in the hardware emulation flow, it is not always possible to set breakpoints at all locations. Only a limited number of breakpoints (such as preserved loops and functions) are supported, especially for hardware emulation. Nevertheless, this setup is useful for debugging the interface of the host code with the kernels.
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GDB-based Debugging – Command Line

Host code – Enable debug features during compilation and linking
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Enable host code debug g++ -g ..

Enable kernel code debug v++ -g ..

˃ Kernel code – Enable debug features during compilation and linking

˃ Launching host and kernel debug
Run GDB separately for host code and kernel code debug

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The following describes the steps required to run the debug flow in software emulation from the command line.Compile and link the host code for debugging by adding the -g option to the g++ command line.Compile and link the kernel code for debugging by adding the -g option to the v++ command line.Launching the Host and Kernel Debug:In software emulation, to better model the hardware accelerator, the execution of the FPGA binary is spawned as a separate process. If you are using GDB to debug the host code, breakpoints set in kernel code are not encountered because the kernel code is not run within the host code process. To support the concurrent debugging of the host and kernel code, the Vitis debugger provides a system to attach to spawned kernels through the use of the debug server (xrt_server).
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Terminal 1 – xrt_server Terminal 2 – Host Code Debug

xrt_server --sdx-url export XCL_EMULATION_MODE 
= <sw_emu | hw_emu>

[Debug] 
app_debug=true 

xgdb –args <host> <xclbin>

1. Set up the Vitis environment
2. Set the emulation mode

3. Enable the debug feature

4. Start gdb
Terminal 3 – Kernel Code Debug

1. Set up the Vitis environment

Software Emulation
2. Launch xgdb and run the command given below

file <Vitis_path>/data/emulation/unified/cpu_em/generic_pcie/model/genericpciemodel

2. Start the Vitis debug server:
1. Set up the Vitis environment

Hardware Emulation

file /tmp/sdx/$uid/$pid/NUM.DWARF

Target remote :<num>Connect to the 
kernel process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Open three terminal windows and set up the Vitis environment.In the first terminal, after setting up the terminal environment, start the Vitis debug server.The debug server listens for debug commands from the host and kernel, connecting the two processes to create a single debug environment.In the second terminal, after setting up the terminal environment:Set the XCL_EMULATION_MODE environment variable to sw_emu modeThe runtime debug feature must be enabled using an entry in the xrt.ini file. This informs the runtime library that the kernel has been compiled for debug and that the XRT library should enable debug features.Start gdb through the Xilinx wrapper.Launching gdb from the xgdb wrapper performs the following setup steps for the Vitis debugger: Loads gdb with the specified host program. Sources the Python script from the gdb command prompt to enable the Vitis debugger extensions:      gdb> source ${XILINX_VITIS}/scripts/appdebug.py In the third terminal, after setting up the terminal environment:Launch xgdb and run the following commands from the (gdb) prompt.For software emulation: Run the command shown here.For hardware emulation: Run the following commands.Locate the xrt_server temporary directory: /tmp/sdx/$uid.Find the xrt_server process ID (PID) containing the DWARF file of this debug session.At the gdb command line, run: file /tmp/sdx/$uid/$pid/NUM.DWARF.In either case, connect to the kernel process, where <num> is the listener port number returned by the xrt_server.Tip: When debugging software/hardware emulation kernels in the Vitis IDE, these steps are handled automatically and the kernel process is automatically attached, providing multiple contexts to debug both the host code and kernel code simultaneously.
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Vivado 
HLS

Debug Server

Debugging in Hardware Emulation

In hardware emulation
 Kernel code – C/++/OpenCL/RTL
 Translated to RTL
 Validate the RTL logic of kernels

 Host code
 Executed concurrently with a behavioral 

simulation of the RTL model of the 
kernel

Execution time for hardware 
emulation is longer than 
software emulation
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GDB GDB

Host Code 
C/C++ with OpenCL APIs

Standard System 
Libraries

Kernel Code RTL

Xilinx Runtime (XRT)

XSIM + TLM 
Interface Models

Kernel Code 
C++/OpenCL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
During hardware emulation, kernel code is compiled into RTL code so that you can evaluate the RTL logic of kernels prior to implementation into the Xilinx device. The host code can be executed concurrently with a behavioral simulation of the RTL model of the kernel, directly imported, or created through the Vivado HLS tool from the C/C++/OpenCL kernel code.Verify the host code and the kernel hardware implementation is correct by running hardware emulation on a data set. The hardware emulation flow invokes the Vivado logic simulator in the Vitis core development kit to test the kernel logic that is to be executed on the FPGA fabric. The interface between the models is represented by a transaction-level model (TLM) to limit the impact of the interface model on the overall execution time. The execution time for hardware emulation is longer than software emulation.Tip: Xilinx recommends that you use small data sets for debug and validation.During hardware emulation, you can optionally modify the kernel code to improve performance. Iterate your host and kernel code design in hardware emulation until the functionality is correct and the estimated kernel performance is satisfactory.
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Waveform-based Kernel Debugging
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Enable debug code generation during compilation and linking using the command

Enable the profiling, data gathering 
option in the xrt.ini file

For the Live Waveform viewer

Open Waveform view in Vitis analyzer

v++ -c -g -t hw_emu ... 

#Start of Debug group
[Debug]
profile=true
timeline_trace=true
#Start of Emulation group
launch_waveform=batch

#Start of Emulation group
launch_waveform=gui

vitis_analyzer <output>.run_summary

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Waveform-based kernel debugging: Because the C/C++ and OpenCL kernel code is synthesized into RTL code using the Vivado HLS tool in the hardware emulation build configuration, you can also use RTL behavioral simulation to analyze the kernel logic. Hardware designers are likely to be familiar with this approach. This waveform-based HDL debugging is supported by the Vitis core development kit using both the command line flow or through the IDE flow during hardware emulation.Follow these instructions to enable waveform data collection from the command line during hardware emulation and open the viewer:Step 1: Enable debug code generation during compilation and linking using the -g option.Step 2: Create an xrt.ini file in the same directory as the host executable to enable profiling and waveform options.Tip: If the Live Waveform viewer is enabled, the simulation waveform opens during the hardware emulation run.Step 3: Run the hardware emulation build of the application.The hardware transaction data is collected in the waveform database file, <hardware_platform>-<device_id>-<xclbin-name>.wdb.The Waveform view can be opened in the Vitis analyzer tool, intended for viewing reports from the Vitis compiler when the application is built and the XRT library when the application is running. You can launch the Vitis analyzer and open the report using the command shown here.
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Vitis Debug Build

Debug
XCLBIN

XBUTIL

Debugging During Hardware Execution

In Hardware execution
 Kernels execute on the actual 

hardware platform
 Evaluate the performance of 

the host program and 
accelerated kernels

Debugging the hardware 
build requires
 Additional logics such as ILA 

and VIO
 Impact both the FPGA 

resources and the 
performance pf the kernels
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GDB Vivado Hardware 
Manager

Host Code 
C/C++ with OpenCL APIs

Standard System 
Libraries

FPGA Board
+

FPGA Containing Debug
XCLBIN

Xilinx Runtime 
(XRT)

RTL 
Kernel

AXIPCIe

C/C++ 
Kernel

OpenCL
Kernel

Debug
Enabled 
Target 

Platform

Presenter
Presentation Notes
During hardware execution, the actual hardware platform is used to execute the kernels, and you can evaluate the performance of the host program and accelerated kernels just by running the application. However, debugging the hardware build requires additional logic to be incorporated into the application. This will impact both the FPGA resources consumed by the kernel and the performance of the kernel running in hardware. The debug configuration of the hardware build includes special Vivado analyzer debug cores, such as the Integrated Logic Analyzer (ILA) and Virtual Input/Output (VIO) cores and AXI performance monitors for debug purposes.Tip: The additional logic required for debugging the hardware should be removed from the final production build.
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Debugging with ChipScope Bridge and Cores

Vitis supports hardware debugging using ChipScope cores
 Bridge
 System ILA
 ILA
 VIO
 Performance Monitor

Vitis also supports protocol checker option
 Additional hardware is inserted which monitors various AXI protocols

Adding cores will increase resource utilization
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Enabling ChipScope Debug and Protocol Checker

In Hardware target compilation, select kernel 

Under Compute Unit settings, click check boxes of ChipScope Debug and 
Protocol Checker for each kernel you want to debug
 Compiler will instantiate appropriate cores, depending on data ports type, at the kernel 

interface level which then connects to Debug bridge
 Vivado Hardware Manager will communicate with Debug bridge 
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The Custom Logic (CL) is required to include the CL Debug Bridge provided 
by AWS as part of the HDK

Add any required standard Xilinx debug IP components like ILAs and VIOs

The CL Debug Bridge must be present in the design. If the CL debug bridge is 
not detected, Vivado will automatically insert one into the CL design
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CL Bridge Instantiation

The nets connecting to the CL 
Debug Bridge must have the same 
names as the port names of the CL 
Debug Bridge, except the clock

The clock to the CL Debug Bridge 
should be one of the various input 
CL clocks (clk_main_a0 and all the 
clk_xtra_*) 

When the net names are correct, 
these nets will connect automatically 
to the top level of the CL
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Instantiate Xilinx' Integrated Logic Analyzer (ILA) if desired
 An ILA IP should be created using Vivado IP Catalog and it should be customized according 

to the desired probes
 The ILA can be instanced at any level in the hierarchy inside the CL and the nets requiring debug have to be 

connected with the probe input ports of the ILA 
 The clock to the ILA should be the same clock of the clock domain to which the nets under debug belong to

Instantiate Xilinx' Virtual Input/Output (VIO) 
 A VIO IP should be created using Vivado IP Catalog and it should be customized as needed
 The VIO can be instanced at any level in the hierarchy inside the CL and the input/output nets should be 

connected as desired
 The clock to the VIO should be the same clock of the clock domain to which the VIO output/input probe signals 

belong to

Set set_param chipscope.enablePRFlow true in the tcl command 
during synthesis and implementation
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Custom Logic

Shell

Debugging Locally on AWS F1
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Virtual-
JTAG 

XVC server
TCP/IPLinux userspace

CL Debug Bridge

VIO ILA

Vivado running 
on remote 
machine

Target hardware 
platform

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are three main components which enable XVC debug on AWS FPGA enabled instances like F1, shown in the following figure:[A] Debug cores CL Debug Bridge, Xilinx ILA, VIO, etc., inside the FPGA CustomLogic (CL) portion. It is the developer's responsibility to instance these cores in the CL design..[B] Virtual-JTAG service acting as XVC Server, running on target F1 instance (or any other EC2 instance with Xilinx FPGA).[C] Vivado Local or Remote application for interactive debug.For AWS see: https://github.com/aws/aws-fpga/blob/master/hdk/docs/Virtual_JTAG_XVC.md
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Virtual-
JTAG 

XVC server
Linux userspace

CL Debug Bridge

VIO ILA

Vivado running 
on remote 
machine

Target hardware 
platform

TCP/IP HW 
server TCP/IP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are three main components which enable XVC debug on AWS FPGA enabled instances like F1, shown in the following figure:[A] Debug cores CL Debug Bridge, Xilinx ILA, VIO, etc., inside the FPGA CustomLogic (CL) portion. It is the developer's responsibility to instance these cores in the CL design..[B] Virtual-JTAG service acting as XVC Server, running on target F1 instance (or any other EC2 instance with Xilinx FPGA).[C] Vivado Local or Remote application for interactive debug.For AWS see: https://github.com/aws/aws-fpga/blob/master/hdk/docs/Virtual_JTAG_XVC.md
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Enable ChipScope bridge and then generate bitstream

Modify host code to pause after FPGA is programmed if using Run mode, 
otherwise use Debug mode and set a breakpoint after the FPGA is 
programmed

Launch Xilinx Virtual Cable service

Launch Vivado, open hardware manager, and make hardware connection

Load debug nets info (load *.ltx file)

Setup trigger conditions, arm ILA cores, continue application execution 

Analyze signals in waveform window after the desired trigger condition is met
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